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SLIDE 1
Global Policy Uncertainty: At a Record High
Global Economic Policy Uncertainty Index: Reflecting Cold War 2.0, Brexit, HK, Iran,
German recession, hyper-active central banks, fiscal profligacy …

Section I: Lower for longer: Late-cycle
dynamics exacerbated by trade frictions
William Priest
Global policy uncertainty has accelerated during the
last three or four years, reflecting rising trade tensions,
Brexit negotiations, and so on. Personally, I’ve been in
this business 50 years, and you have to go back to the
1960s to find a similar level of uncertainty affecting
the macro environment and markets.

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

SLIDE 2
Global Manufacturing Recession: From Optim-ISM to Pessim-ISM
Rolling over with the onset of Cold War 2.0

Germany, the manufacturing powerhouse,
appears headed for recession

We have a manufacturing recession emerging,
particularly in Europe and centered in Germany. For
most nations, manufacturing PMIs are well below the
50 threshhold, and that is a real problem. Service
PMIs are doing better, but we’re not sure for how
long. A lot depends on the price and availability of
debt financing. Global GDP is slowing, with much of
this deceleration driven by the trade war.

Source (both charts): Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

All charts use the latest data available as of October 1, 2019 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 3
Late-Cycle Worries: Capex and Trade Rolled Over with Cold War 2.0
Capex recession: Globally, not just in the U.S.

With rising protectionism, the law of comparative
advantage is being wound backwards and we are
losing some of the benefits of global trade.
Regrettably, this unwinding is slowing real GDP
growth globally, creating a major headwind for
earnings and markets.

Weak export growth almost everywhere

Source (both charts): Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

SLIDE 4
Slowdown ≠ Recession: But Still, Headwinds for Earnings Growth
Macro slowdown: Headwind for equities

Earnings growth declining: We expect
S&P 500 EPS growth of about 2% in 2019
and 5% in 2020

While growth is decelerating, that doesn’t mean a
recession is imminent given the ongoing resilience in
the labor market and the consumption outlook.
Moreover, although productivity is already disappointingly low, it is unlikely to turn negative. The
outlook for profit margins though, is another story.
Earnings growth is declining, and we expect margins
are going to be under significant pressure next year.

Source (both charts): Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

SLIDE 5
The Next Recession: Corporate Debt Will be the Epicenter
Recession will be exacerbated by
• Corporate spreads widening dramatically
• Avalanche of fallen angels (overwhelming HY market)
Fed toolbox
• Policy rates: Little room to cut
• QE has little support: And will likely prove ineffective
• MMT remains controversial: And the budget deficit is already huge

We are particularly concerned about the risk of an
avalanche of falling angels overwhelming the
high-yield market. Moreover, we believe the Fed
toolbox will be unable to provide as much support as
it did during the GFC. This is one reason why there
has been so much discussion of the highly controversial MMT. Some people call it “Modern Monetary
Theory,” but we think of it as the “Magic Money
Tree.” The budget deficit is already huge, and few
reputable economists are supportive of MMT.

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners
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SLIDE 6
Slowbalization: Globalization has Faltered
Emerging pattern of trade: More regional (Asian) and more focused on services and global
supply chains
• Large and sustained increases in the cross-border flow of goods, money, ideas and people have
been the most important factor in world affairs for the past three decades.
• But now, most measures of global integration (trade, FDI, MNCs) are in retreat or stagnating.
Negative for overall economic efficiency and growth, as well as corporate margins

Change in openness 1880-2023
(average annual % change in world trade
to world production ratio)

All measures of global integration, such as trade and
foreign direct investments, are in retreat or
stagnating. In fact, they’ve been in trouble for the
good part of a decade now. And that’s negative for
overall economic efficiency and growth, as well as
corporate margins.

World trade: Stagnant since 2011

Source (left chart): World Bank, IMF, Vox EU (van Bergeijk)
* Limited data available for these decades, as well as for the 1940s.
Note: 2020s represents IMF forecast to 2023
Source (right chart): Epoch Investment Partners, Bloomberg

SLIDE 7
Geopolitical Risk: Challenging the Liberal Order
•
•
•
•
•

Davos vs. Rest of the World
Income Inequality and Populism
Globalization vs. Sovereignty
Trade tensions, Brexit, HK …
China, Russia, Turkey, Hungary, Iran, Brazil …

We are concerned about, and paying a lot of
attention to, the rise of populism, protectionism and
trade tensions. As we said in Barron’s earlier this
year: When you simultaneously challenge social
norms and many of the values that anchor people – a
sense of home, job security, and the prospects for
growth – and amp it up with social media networks,
you get serious blowback. We’re probably still in the
early stages of these challenges.

SLIDE 8
Globalization and Sovereignty: The “Impossible Trinity”

Dani Rodrik, a professor at Harvard, has been
warning about the dangers of hyper-globalization for
decades, and we find his “Impossible Trinity”
argument compelling. He asserts that full globalization, nationalization, and democracy cannot exist at
the same time. This is a key reason for the rise of
populism and protectionism, and it will be crucial to
see how the tensions between these three features
play out. So far, politicians have determined that the
best response is to retreat from hyper-globalization.

Source: The Globalization Paradox. Dani Rodrik, 2011
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SLIDE 9
Cold War 2.0: Trade is the Battle, Tech is the War, Values are the Stakes
The platform, the players, and the stakes
• A new cold war has begun: No shots will likely be fired, but the stakes are still extremely high.
• Two superpowers with vastly different economic systems, values, and visions for the global economy.

Free Market Capitalism
• E mphasis on private property, freedom of
speech, and the rule of law.
• More than half a century of market dominance.

Autocratic Structures
• Emphasis on command and control.
• Tension has been building for the past 30 years
and the new cold war that may last generations.

A trade deal: Will represent, at best, a temporary truce
• Three key issues: Market access, IP protection, opaque industrial subsidies (China 2025).
• Chinese government fears containment and has stressed it will not compromise its values.
• Rising risk of a currency war, that could include restrictions on investment and capital flows.

There was a famous 5,500-word telegram sent in 1946 by
George Kennan, who was then charge d’affaires in Moscow.
“The Long Telegram” articulated the reasons why the U.S.
needed a policy to contain Soviet influence, a policy that
remained in place until the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, marking
the end of the first Cold War. However, there was something
else that happened in 1989, and that was Tiananmen
Square. With that, a different kind of threat emerged, but
the extent of that threat has only become clear during the
last couple years. As a result, Cold War 2.0 has begun,
requiring a new type of containment policy. Although it’s
not going to be a hot war, the stakes are just as important.
And the stakes are values, as represented in our Bill of
Rights and our Constitution. However, these values are
anathema to China. This means we need to figure out a way
to coexist, with free market capitalism versus autocratic
structures. And trade is going to be the platform on which
this war takes place.
Source: Epoch Investment Partners

SLIDE 10
Trade War Consequences: The End of Margin Expansion
Globalization has faltered: Negative for economic growth, top-line revenues and corporate margins
Emerging pattern of trade: More regional (Asian) and more focused on services and global
supply chains
• Large and sustained increases in the cross-border flow of goods, services, capital, ideas and people
have been the most important factor in world affairs for the three decades following 1989
• But now, most measures of global integration (trade, FDI, MNCs) are in retreat or stagnating

Decline in
interest rates
30%

Starting in the 1990s margins doubled, and they
doubled mainly because of globalization, as well as
lower interest rates and tax rates. When China
entered the WTO in 2001 we experienced a huge
labor arbitrage as hundreds of millions of people
joined the global labour force. Even though countries
such as China brought little in the way of capital or
technology at that time, multinational companies
developed incredibly sophisticated supply chains.
Today, those supply chains are being reconfigured.
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Source (both charts): Empirical Research Partners
Note (left chart): Net profit margins for S&P 500 companies, trailing 4
quarters, smoothed.

SLIDE 11
Section II: Trade is the battle, tech is the war
Kevin Hebner

Trade War Consequences: Central Bankers to the Rescue

With slowing global growth and the escalating trade war,

Or do they just make things worse by multiplying excesses, ignoring
the law of unintended consequences and postponing the inevitable?

How central bankers see themselves

Bild, Germany's most popular newspaper,
portrayed Mr. Draghi as a vampire sucking
the blood out of the country's savers,
after the ECB unveiled its latest stimulus
package on Sept. 12
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the G3 central banks have decided they are the only
ones who can come to the rescue. The ECB and BoJ are
cutting rates and ramping up QE, while the Fed has
already cut twice this year and their forward guidance
has encouraged markets to price in another on Oct 30,
with an additional 2 cuts over the next 12 months.
However, just about no one else is convinced that they
can really move the needle, at least regarding the real
economy. Moreover, the costs of these unorthodox
policies are becoming increasingly clear. For example,
QE punishes savers, as the caption on the bottom right
sensationalizes. It also results in zombie capitalism,
with some companies remaining alive only because
their cost of funding has plummeted. This is crucial as,
at the heart of capitalism, is the efficient allocation of
capital. If capital is free (or nearly so), it cannot be
allocated productively.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 1, 2019 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 12
Cold War 2.0 and Bond Yields: The Disappearance of Price Discovery
Why?
• Demographics: Especially in Japan and Europe
• Tech is the new macro: Transition from atoms to bits is deflationary
• Hyper-active central banks: Pre-emptive global easing cycle
Lower for longer interest rates

More than 50% of global treasuries
trade at negative interest rates

Unorthodox monetary policy has resulted in the
disappearance of price discovery, at least for
sovereign bonds. For example, Greece, which some
investors argue is still insolvent, issued negative
yielding paper yesterday. The Euro aggregate index,
which includes sovereign and corporate bonds, is
currently yielding only 18 bps. It is difficult to
understand how investors are being appropriately
compensated for risk. They only make money under
QE infinity or if 1930s-style deflation becomes a
reality. It’s not at all clear that either are of these are
great bets.

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

SLIDE 13
Negative Yielding Debt: An Experiment Too Far
Hard to argue this is
not being driven by QE
Other
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The pie charts on this page show the issuers and
buyers of negative yielding debt. The key point is
that central banks are hoovering up 79% of this debt.
This makes it clear they are the primary reason for
the regrettable situation markets currently find
themselves in.

Central banks
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12.4% RoW
12.4%
Other EU
Japan
Other EU
Japan
17.0%
44.2%
17.0%
44.2%
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Source: Doubleline

SLIDE 14
Technology Will Lead to Higher Payout Ratios
Capital Light Models are Great for Dividends (and Buybacks)

This is based on our “Tech is the new macro” theme
in which we have demonstrated that new digital
technologies have fundamentally altered the macro
landscape. Two features are especially relevant. First,
tech is inherently deflationary, which is one reason
why bond yields have declined so dramatically over
the last three decades. Second, digital technologies
and the associated economies of scale, imply that we
are living in a capital-light world. The main implication is that, with less cash flow being directed to
fund capex, payout ratios are likely to remain high
and may even rise further from here. That is, even as
bond yields have plummeted, we expect dividends
and buybacks to remain robust. The yield available
from equities can be far superior to that available in
fixed income markets.
Source: Epoch Investment Partners
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SLIDE 15
Wall of Worry: Recession Coming or Just a Slowdown?

Section III: In a world of yield starvation,
dividends look appetizing
John Tobin
The Wall of Worry illustrates the multitude of
headwinds currently facing the global economy.
These headwinds increase the probability of
recession. Whether it’s a slowdown or a true
recession that lies immediately ahead, we definitely
see a “lower-for-longer” interest rate environment,
one where investors will continue to search for yield.

Source: Epoch Investment Partners, As of September 30, 2019

SLIDE 16
Equity Yield: Far Superior to Bond Yields
• U.S. SPX: Dividend yield of 2.0% + buyback* yield 3.3%
• Europe SXXP: Dividend yield of 3.8% + buyback* yield 1.1%
• Japan TPX: Dividend yield of 2.5% + buyback* yield 1.2%
*Buyback yield = value of shares repurchased divided by market capitalization
Source: Bloomberg, Yardeni, Goldman

Global Equity Shareholder Yield

In such an environment, we believe equity yields
look compelling, especially when you broaden the
lens to include share buybacks, i.e., to look at
Shareholder Yield. Across regions this easily exceeds
yields on bonds. Epoch’s Global Equity Shareholder
Yield strategy has delivered a dividend yield between
4% and 4.5% throughout its 14-year history. And, with
an objective to add 1.5% from share buybacks and/or
debt reduction, GESY’s goal is to deliver a Shareholder Yield of 6%.

Source: Bloomberg, FactSet. As of September 30, 2019
The data shown for Global Equity Shareholder Yield is of a representative
account and such data may vary for each client in the strategy due to
market conditions, client guidelines and diversity of portfolio holdings.

SLIDE 17
Key Benefits of Global Equity Shareholder Yield
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In a lower-for-longer world, GESY offers abundant and
steady income with a cash dividend yield > 4%. In an
uncertain and volatile world, GESY offers downside
protection and below-market volatility. And, because
it’s an equity strategy focused on companies
generating growing cash flows with consistent
dividends that compound over time, GESY offers the
potential for long-term capital appreciation.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 1, 2019 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 18
Investment Implications: Lower for Longer and a World of Yield Starvation
1. Late-cycle slowdown

3. Tech is the new macro

As the cycle matures, exacerbated by trade tensions, economic and earnings growth are slowing. Earlier this year the
hyper-active Fed responded with the “Powell Pivot”, which
has broadened into a global easing cycle. The resultant loosening of financial conditions has provided a welcome, albeit
temporary, tailwind for equities.
2. Trade is the battle, tech is the war, values are the stakes

Technology is positive for all three ROE components — profit
margins, asset utilization, and leverage. Among other things,
this implies corporate margins can remain high for a prolonged period and don’t necessarily need to revert. Equally
importantly, this suggests companies will continue to return
a higher proportion of cash to shareholders.
4. A
 World of Yield Starvation

Trade tensions will remain a source of volatility and we’re
concerned about the impact on margins of a bifurcation in
global supply chains (especially affecting tech hardware).
There is also a rising risk of a currency war, that could include
restrictions on investment and capital flows.

Bond yields have been driven lower by record high policy
uncertainty, the late-cycle slowdown and hyper-aggressive
central banks. However, dividends and buybacks remain
robust, partially reflecting a capital-lite world. As a result, the
yield available from equities can be far superior to that available in fixed income markets.

As a result of the above points, it is ever more important to favor companies with a
demonstrated ability to produce FCF and allocate that cash flow wisely between
return of capital options and reinvestment/ acquisition opportunities.
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The information contained herein is distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. The information contained
herein is accurate as of the date submitted, but is subject to change. Any performance information referenced represents past performance and is not indicative of future
returns. Any projections, targets, or estimates in this presentation are forward looking statements and are based on Epoch’s research, analysis, and assumptions made by
Epoch. There can be no assurances that such projections, targets, or estimates will occur and the actual results may be materially different. Other events which were not
taken into account in formulating such projections, targets, or estimates may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of any accounts and/or funds
managed by Epoch. To the extent this document contains information about specific companies or securities including whether they are profitable or not, they are being
provided as a means of illustrating our investment thesis. Past references to specific companies or securities are not a complete list of securities selected for clients and not
all securities selected for clients in the past year were profitable.
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